The development of solid dosage forms and manufacturing processes are governed by complex physical properties of the powder and the type of pharmaceutical unit operation the manufacturing processes employs. Suitable powder flow properties and compactability are crucial bulk level properties for tablet manufacturing by direct compression. It is also generally agreed that small scale powder flow measurements can be useful to predict large scale production failure. In this study, predictive multilinear regression models were effectively developed from critical material properties to estimate static powder flow parameters from particle size distribution data for a single component and for binary systems. A multilinear regression model, which was successfully developed for ibuprofen, also efficiently predicted the powder flow properties for a range of batches of two other active pharmaceutical ingredients processed by the same manufacturing route. The particle size distribution also affected the compactability of ibuprofen, and the scope of this work will be extended to the development of predictive multivariate models for compactability, in a similar manner to the approach successfully applied to flow properties.
Introduction
Robust manufacturing processes and consistent quality of pharmaceutical products is crucial in terms of ensuring uninterrupted manufacturing with minimal failures, and may be achieved by controlling and identifying critical material properties (CMPs) of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and functional excipients (Fonteyne et al., 2014) . However, a lack of precise understanding of the relationship between critical quality attributes (CQAs) of a drug product,
CMPs and critical process parameters (CPP) precludes the implementation of a Quality by
Design (QbD) approach (Mohammed et al., 2015) . Molecular level and fundamental powder properties of pharmaceutical materials, such as solid form, particle size, surface area, porosity, moisture or solvent content and surface properties can affect derived powder properties such as powder flow and compactability, which ultimately affect processability of formulations and the CQAs of the final drug product (Hlinak et al., 2006) .
Acceptable powder flow is one of the measures of processability which can be affected by particle size, particle shape distribution, and moisture content (Staniforth, 2002; Yu et al., 2011) . Many powder flow characterisation techniques have been implemented to evaluate diverse types of "static" and "dynamic" powder flow properties, where measures of the former involve shear cell and wall friction analyses of a consolidated state of the powder, and the latter involves flow studies using a rotating helical blade in a less consolidated state of the powder sample. However, a single technique or testing protocol has been shown to be insufficient to properly characterise powder flow properties (Krantz et al., 2009 ).
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Tablets are the most common type of solid dosage form, where powder flow is a critical bulk level property governing the direct compression method of tablet manufacturing. It is generally accepted that small particles have poor flow properties and tend to agglomerate to reduce their high surface energy. Garekani et al. previously evaluated the flow and compaction properties of ibuprofen crystallised from ethanol, methanol, isopropanol and hexane. Ibuprofen crystallised from hexane showed a poor flow rate, as measured by a flow meter, and poor compression properties, which were attributed to the particular crystal morphology, i.e. needlelike crystal habit (Garekani et al., 2001a) . However, in trying to establish correlations between such fundamental powder properties (e.g. particle shape) and flow, a challenge exists in generating powders with diverse morphology and the "same particle size", or vice versa. In addition, the progress of a science-based approach for solid dosage form product development has been limited due to lack of standardized methods to characterise particulate and bulk level properties of APIs and excipients. Hlinak et al. pointed out that the lack of a database and predictive relationships among CMPs, CPPs and CQAs hinders a precise understanding of the influence of physical properties of materials on manufacturing processes (Hlinak et al., 2006) .
Yu et al successfully developed a partial least square model to predict powder flow function (FF) from particle size and morphology distributions of excipients and binary blends (Yu et al., 2011) . However, a single powder flow characteristic is often insufficient to set a suitable flow specification for drug product manufacturing due to the complexity of manufacturing processes and material properties. The flow behavior of a powder is a multi-faceted problem, originating from both material properties (particulate and bulk level) and the equipment used for handling, storing, and/or processing the material (Krantz et al., 2009) . Various powder flow classification systems and indices have been suggested, where Geldart (Geldart, 1973) ; Carr (Carr, 1965 );
Taylor (Taylor et al., 2000) ; Tomas and Schubert (Tomas and Schubert, 1979) introduced flow parameters as a screening technique during early stage drug product development. However, 5 these classifications and flow indices are inadequate to predict the powder flow properties for different manufacturing processes and process parameters, since these powder flow tests hardly reflect manufacturing equipment used in practice for handling and processing the material (Krantz et al., 2009) . Nevertheless, single powder flow indices, such as FF (Yu et al., 2011) or basic flow energy (BFE) have been used to assess the processability of powders.
Inconsistencies between different powder flow characterization techniques have also been reported, indicating that a single powder flow property can be unreliable to predict powder flow properties (Navaneethan et al., 2005) . Hence, process specific and rational selection of powder flow characterisation techniques and the use of more than one powder flow parameter should be essential components of drug product development.
As well as impacting powder flow, fundamental powder properties, such as particle size, can also affect compression and compactability or "tabletability" of powders and powder blends (Patel et al., 2007) . Patel et al. showed that particle size and compression pressure can affect derived mathematical parameters of compressibility (Patel et al., 2007) . Optimum material properties of APIs should create a balance between processability and CQAs like tensile strength and appearance of the tablet.
The objective of the current work was to identify the critical particle size distribution descriptors from measured and derived particle size distribution data for APIs and binary mixtures of APIs and excipients which can affect (1) the powder flow parameters measured under a "dynamic state" and "static state" and (2) the tabletability of powders, as reflected by the tensile strength and ejection force of compacts/tablets. The critical material properties from particle size data, identified using multivariate analysis, were used to develop multilinear regression models (MLR) to predict multiple powder flow parameters for APIs manufactured by a similar route and API/excipient binary mixtures comprising either the free flowing 6 functional excipient, microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), or the relatively cohesive lubricant, magnesium stearate.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Materials
RS-Ibuprofen (IBU) and cilostazol (CLZ) were purchased from Kemprotec Limited (UK).
Paracetamol (PCM), magnesium stearate, diiodomethane and ethylene glycol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (United Kingdom). Microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel PH-102) was a generous gift from FMC Health and Nutrition (Ireland). Analytical grade ethanol, methanol and hexane were purchased from Fisher Scientific (UK) and used without further purification.
Purified water was used as the anti-solvent during crystallisation.
Sample Preparation
Various batches of APIs were prepared by cooling or ultrasound assisted crystallisation from a saturated solution of IBU, CLZ or PCM in an organic solvent (ethanol, methanol and hexane) or mixture of solvents (ethanol-water, hexane-water and methanol-water) (Reactor-Ready™ Lab Reactor, Radleys, UK). Two batches of PCM were also prepared by dry (PCM D) and wet milling (PCM W) (Quadro comill, Ytron-Quadro, UK) of crystallised materials. The physical mixtures of IBU (all three batches were needle shaped crystals) with MCC or magnesium stearate with various compositions (% w/w) were prepared in a Turbula mixer (Glen Creston Limited, Switzerland) using 60 rpm for 20 min mixing time (table 1) .
Solid State Characterisations
The solid forms of the APIs and the content of IBU in binary mixtures were analysed using thermal analysis and powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) (supplementary data section S1.1).
Particle Size Analysis
The particle size distributions (PSD) were determined by laser diffraction using a Malvern (Malvern, 2016) .
Powder Flow Properties
The dynamic and static powder flow properties of 42 batches were characterised using an FT4 powder rheometer (Freeman Technology, UK) . Shear cell and wall friction analysis were performed to characterise the static flow properties of powder materials in a consolidated state (9 kPa) (Freeman, 2007; Freeman and Fu, 2008) . All the analysis protocols were integrated with conditioning and test cycles. The height, force and torque of the rheometer were calibrated prior to powder flow characterisation. All the standard powder flow tests were performed in triplicate for all samples.
Dynamic Powder Flow properties
The powder samples were filled in a 25 mm x 25 ml splitting cylindrical vessel and conditioning was performed using a precision impeller or blade with a helix angle of -5 degrees and 23.5 mm in diameter. After the conditioning cycle, the cylindrical vessel was split to remove the excess mass of the powder samples. The mass of the powder was used to determine conditioned bulk density. The dynamic flow test and the variable flow rate test method were performed using a blade tip speed of 100 mm/s for the former and 100, 70, 40 and 10 mm/s for the latter 8 (Freeman, 2004) . The conditioned bulk density (CBD), specific energy (SE), stability index (SI), flow rate index (FRI) and BFE data were generated from the dynamic powder flow test.
All these test parameters, including parameters from the shear cell and wall friction analysis, are defined in table 2 and have also been described in detail in the literature (Freeman, 2004 (Freeman, , 2007 Freeman and Fu, 2008) .
Static Flow Properties
Cohesion and FF
The cohesion (kPa) and the FF were determined using the rotational 1 ml shear cell module where the powder samples were conditioned using conditioning wire and precompressed using 9 kPa consolidation stress by a vented piston. The standard shear cell test program was used to perform shear cell analysis using a shear cell head accessory (Freeman, 2007) . The shear stress (kPa) values were measured at 9, 7, 6, 5, 4 and 3 kPa applied normal stress. Cohesion and FF were calculated from the best fitting of the shear stress and applied normal stress plot and Mohr circle analysis of the best fit of the plot, respectively ( )) were also determined using the rotational shear cell module where the powder samples were conditioned using conditioning wire and precompressed using 9 kPa consolidation stress by a vented piston. The standard wall friction test program was used to perform the analysis using a wall friction head equipped with a stainless steel disc with 0.05 µm surface roughness (Freeman, 2007; Freeman and Fu, 2008) .
The shear stress values were measured at 9, 7, 6, 5, 4 and 3 kPa normal stress. The WFA (s)
were calculated from the shear and the normal stress plot (table 2).
Compaction Analysis and Mechanical Properties of Tablets
IBU tablets, 100 mg, were prepared using a Natoli NP-RD10 laboratory-manual tablet press (USA). A standard type B 8 mm diameter flat punch and die cavity were used to compress IBU powder using various compaction pressures for ca. 1 s dwell time (n=3 for each compaction pressure). The mean yield pressure (Py) and compaction parameters for the powder samples were determined from the Heckel equation (eq. 1) (Heckel, 1961) .
The density of compacts as a function of pressure (out of die) was used to determine the constant parameters, K and A, where Py is the reciprocal of K. A correlates with densification of the powder during the early stage of compaction due to initial particle rearrangement (Khomane and Bansal, 2013) . In equation 1, P is the applied pressure and D is the relative density of the compact which is the ratio of the compact density at applied pressure to the true density of the powder. The true density of IBU powder (n=3) was determined by an AccuPyc 1330 pycnometer (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA) using helium (99.995% purity). The samples were dried under dry nitrogen gas purging 24 h at 25 °C prior to measurement.
The tablet tensile strength (x) was calculated from tablet dimensions, diameter (d) and thickness (T), and the crushing force of the tablet (F) which was measured using a Schleuniger-4M (Switzerland) hardness tester (eq. 2).
Multivariate Analysis
The critical material properties of APIs and the binary mixture of APIs and excipients for powder flow properties were identified by principal component analysis ( MLR models were also developed to predict tensile strength from particle size distribution descriptors, the mean yield pressure (Py) and compaction pressure.
Results and discussion
Compactability and powder flow can be affected by the solid form, composition of individual components in multicomponent systems, surface properties of solid particles, moisture content and particulate level properties of powders such as particle size, morphology and porosity (Patel et al., 2007 (Patel et al., , 2010 Staniforth, 2002) . The solid form of IBU, the content of IBU in the binary mixtures, surface energy and surface chemistry of IBU and particle size of IBU and physical mixture were evaluated to identify the CMP(s) which can influence the powder flow parameters (determined from small scale "dynamic" and "static" powder flow tests), and the compactability of the powder.
Powder Flow Characterisations
Tablet manufacture by the direct compression method comprises multiple stages with different levels of external stress which impact the powder flow properties. APIs mixed with different functional excipients discharge from the feed hopper, then flow into and through the feed frame and finally into the die cavity, facilitated by either a gravity or a forced feed system. The last step is compaction of the powder feed into a tablet, followed by ejection. The powder material experiences various levels of external stress, which can be attributed to the geometry of the hopper or volume of the feed frame, the mechanism of powder feeding into the die cavity and the surface roughness of the tools. During these stages, the materials may undergo attrition, agglomeration and various degrees of consolidation which point to the necessity to characterise the powder flow properties both in a consolidated and unconsolidated state. The physicochemical properties such as molecular, particulate and bulk level properties of APIs are typically very different from those of functional excipients, where low melting point APIs, such as ibuprofen often show a high degree of cohesiveness and a higher tendency of sticking to tablet press punch surfaces (Rasenack and Müller, 2002; Samiei et al., 2017) . Thus, it is also important to understand the effect of excipients (such as lubricants) on powder flow of APIs.
"Dynamic" and "static" Powder Flow Properties for Single Component Systemsestablishing relationships between different measurements of flow
In most cases, various powder flow parameters have been randomly selected and used to assess manufacturing failure for a specific process. For example, Osorio and Muzzio have implemented various powder flow parameters such as cohesion, compressibility, tapped density, FF, BFE, bulk density to evaluate capsule weight variability (Osorio and Muzzio, 2013) . Thus, in this section we seek to understand the correlations between various powder flow parameters, such that the use of overlapping powder flow indices and redundant small scale powder flow evaluation may be avoided.
The multivariate analysis on various batches of IBU (table 1) showed that FF increases with a decrease in cohesion, as evidently shown on correlation loading from the PCA analysis (Fig.   1a ). The higher t-value from MLR models between dynamic and static shear cell analysis also showed that the SE and the CBD (Fig. 1b) were the most significant dynamic flow parameters, strongly correlating with both the cohesion and the FF of IBU batches. Fig. S2-1b ).
MLR models for cohesion and FF (MLR-1a) with a slope above 0.99 (R 2 ≥ 0.99) and a very low intercept (offset ca. 0) were developed from dynamic flow parameters such as SE, CBD, FRI and BFE ( Fig. 1c and 1d ). The ANOVA analysis for all variables and the MLR-1a model ( Fig. 1c and 1d ) is provided in supplementary data 2) . However, the prediction of FF from dynamic flow parameters was very poor for validation batches. This flow parameter was difficult to predict from flow characterisation at the unconsolidated state, whereas cohesion was reasonably predicted from dynamic powder flow testing. Thus, FF may be a unique flow characteristic of powders in the consolidated state, and reflects a confined or high stress environment during processing. This finding points to the systematic selection of flow characterisation, by avoiding overlapping powder flow parameters or indices (e.g. BFE and CBD), as a static flow parameter (i.e. cohesion) may be predicted from parameters determined from dynamic flow testing.
Poor powder stability, as measured by the stability index (SI), can be associated with alteration of the complex particulate level physical properties of the powders due to attrition or/and agglomeration during the lifecycle of the API, from raw material manufacturing to drug product development. Pharmaceutical excipients and polymers are often ductile or less brittle in nature (Khomane and Bansal, 2013) . They require a mechanical stress beyond the yield strength to undergo plastic deformation followed by brittle fracture.
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The SI of 83 % of the IBU batches was less than 1 and overall IBU batches have good powder flow stability with SI = 0.92 ± 0.09. However, the SI of needle shaped crystals of IBU ("n" in fig. 2 and 3) were particle size dependent with very poor powder flow stability, SI = 0.84±0.05
for d50 of 6±0.07 µm and SI = 0.56±0.01 for d50 of 18.7±0.71 µm. This can be attributed to the high tendency to attrition for needle shape crystals with larger particle size. There are quite disparate reports in the literature of the brittle-ductile transition particle size of IBU, with values of both 854 µm (Rowe and Roberts, 1995) and 125-355 µm (Larsson and Kristensen, 2000) being reported. The impact and the importance of the type of external stress, either attrition or compressive (impact) force, on powder properties can be critical to understanding variable or unpredicted powder flow properties during manufacturing.
Powder Flow Properties and Critical Material Properties for Single Component Systems
Various types of particle size distribution analysis techniques generate directly measured and derived particle size distribution descriptors. Laser diffraction can provide equivalent volume mean diameters, where the mean, median and mode are equal only for particle size distribution frequency curves with normal Gaussian distributions (Arvaniti et al., 2015; Blott and Pye, 2006) . The frequency curves of particle size distribution are often skewed in one direction or another for APIs and excipients. Different batches of raw materials may also have differences in the span or uniformity of the particle size distribution frequency curve. Physical mixtures of excipients and APIs will likely have multiple particle size distribution curves, and two component mixtures can be expected to exhibit a bimodal distribution (Blott and Pye, 2006 ).
Mean and median particle size distribution data alone are likely to be insufficient to explain the complex physical properties of APIs, excipients and their physical mixtures.
Particle size distribution descriptors
Powder flow properties are affected by particle size and morphology (Fu et al., 2012; Köhler and Schubert, 1991) . Thus, powder flow properties can be improved with increasing particle size and the minimum particle size generally considered sufficient for free-flowing powders is 250 µm (Staniforth, 2002) . However, most APIs and direct compression grade excipients have a particle size below 250 µm. Powders in this category are generally expected to have poor powder flow properties due to their cohesive nature, attributed to a higher inter-particulate force than the gravitational force on each particle (Staniforth, 2002) . However, direct compression grade excipients, like MCC PH-102 (d50 ca. 100 µm), are considered suitable references for new drug product development, as materials exhibiting good flow properties, suitable for high speed tablet manufacturing (Shi et al., 2011) . Kohler et al. also suggested a much lower critical particle size for α-alumina powders, d50 > 20 µm, for easy or free flow (Köhler and Schubert, 1991) . Thus, in general, powder flow classification based on particle size alone has been ineffective in reflecting API and excipient processability problems.
Moreover, the use of a single particle size or physical properties descriptor has been inadequate and, in some cases, misleading in establishing a specification for powder flow properties due to the lack of standardised techniques for rapidly determining both particle shape and size, and lack of precise understanding of the range of flow characteristics and physical properties of materials (Fu et al., 2012) . Sander et al. (Sandler and Wilson, 2010) and Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2011) developed partial least squares (PLS) models to predict FF for granule and powder materials from particle size and shape analysis. These PLS models are based on particle size and shape data generated using dynamic image analysis (Sandler and Wilson, 2010; Yu et al., 2011) .
Particle size descriptors always depend on the characterisation techniques employed. Image analysis provides a better option of providing both particle size data and morphology descriptors. Thus, far the reported PLS models in the published literature rely on particle size data and morphology data obtained from dynamic image analysis. The PLS models for powders and their mixtures have been focused on commercially available excipients and a single flow characterisation parameter (FF) (Yu et al., 2011 ). In the current study, one dynamic and two static powder flow characterisation techniques were included and two excipients with different functions and flow properties were also included. The laser diffraction method for particle size distribution analysis was used to develop multivariate regression models for diverse powder flow parameters. Laser diffraction is the most commonly used particle size analysis technique in routine use in the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry today. A model developed for IBU was also used to predict various flow parameters of other APIs (CSZ and PCM). Both the measured particle size data -equivalent volume mean or median, and calculated particle size descriptors -SSA, uniformity and span of the particle size distribution frequency curve, were highly correlated with powder flow properties for both the APIs and the binary mixtures of IBU and excipients (supplementary data Fig. S3-1 and Fig. S4-3 ).
The PCA correlation loading showed that SE and cohesion were directly related to the calculated SSA and inversely related to the mean particle size (D [3, 2] and D [4,3]) (Fig. 1a) .
The particle size of all the batches was below the reported brittle-ductile transition particle size of IBU, 125-355 µm (Larsson and Kristensen, 2000) . Thus, the SI of most of IBU batches was not affected by the particle size distribution descriptors, except for the needle shaped crystals (Fig. 1a) . The multiple scatter plot and the regression coefficient revealed a complex relation between the FF and the physical properties of IBU, relying on the contribution of almost all particle size distribution descriptors, SSA (R 2 =0.51), D [3,2] (R 2 =0.41), d50 (R 2 =0.33), and span and uniformity (R 2 < 0.1) (supplementary data Fig. S3-1a ). A MLR model was developed for the prediction of FF from SSA, d50 and uniformity, where the multiple correlation factors and R 2 of the model were 0.82 and 0.68, respectively (Fig. 3a) .
Cohesion was increased with increasing calculated SSA and with decreasing particle size and uniformity (span) (Fig. 1a) . The multiple scatter and the regression coefficients showed that the derived SSA was the most critical material property for predicting cohesion (R 2 =0.88)
followed by mean and median particle size (D Fig. S3-1b) . The ANOVA analysis for all variables and for MLR-2a models (Fig. 3a and 3d) (Fig. 3b) .
The MLR-2a model for cohesion, developed using IBU batches, could predict the cohesion of new batches of IBU, PCM and CSZ prepared by cooling or ultrasonic crystallisation (Fig. 3e) from data determined from the particle size distribution, both measured and derived (d50, SSA and uniformity).
The cohesion and FF of two batches of PCM, prepared by milling, was poorly predicted from the particle size distribution data. The particle size descriptors were insufficient to predict cohesion and FF from powder flow characterisation performed at the consolidated state ( Fig.   3c and 3f ). Milling often leads to the formation of crystal lattice defects or planes which can alter the surface properties of the particle, and the surface energy of powders can also be a dominant factor in determining powder flow properties of powders modified by milling (Shariare et al., 2012) . Hence, particle size distribution data was insufficient to develop powder flow predictive models. The scope of this study was developing predictive models and understanding powder flow properties of crystallised samples, however where a change in crystallinity arises, the impact on predictive models should be considered.
Powder Flow Parameters and CMP for Binary Mixtures
Flow properties of excipients can also be affected by complex material properties and the nature of the manufacturing process. Pharmaceutical excipients are often added to improve the processability of powder blends and CQAs of drug products (Shi et al., 2011) . Free flowing and non-sticking properties of powder mixtures are a prerequisite for tablet manufacturing by direct compression.
The measured FF of MCC was 11.76 ± 0.91 which was comparable to the reported value from Shi et al. (10. 58 ± 0.52) (Shi et al., 2011) . MCC was accordingly considered to be a freeflowing powder (FF>10) based on Jenike's powder flow classification system (Jenike, 1964) .
However, Sun reported that the measured FF of MCC was 6.74 ± 0.27 from shear cell analysis using a ring shear tester (Sun, 2010) and accordingly MCC should be classified as easy-flowing (FF < 10) using Jenike's classification system. This disparity clearly indicates that such a general classification system requires the use of a standardised small-scale powder flow characterisation test protocol and/or instrument.
The static flow properties of IBU-MCC mixtures were affected by the particle size distribution data in a similar manner to IBU alone. Thus, cohesion, WFA and WFA(O) were increased with calculated SSA and uniformity but decreased with increasing mean and median particle size (Fig. 4a) .
The pattern of clustering of PCA scores of IBU-MCC batches was highly influenced by the physical properties of IBU and the weight fraction of MCC (Fig. 4b) . The cohesion, WFA and WFA(O) decreased with increasing MCC % w/w composition in the blend, due to an increase in mean and median particle size of the physical mixture ( Fig. 4a and 4b ). This trend between MCC composition and flow parameters tends to be confined between the upper and the lower percolation thresholds (Fig. 5) . Percolation theory describes the relation and the connectivity of constituents in multicomponent systems (Kazemi et al., 2017) . It has been used to identify, for example, threshold points to understand the effect of the roller compaction process on ribbon micro-hardness and granule size distribution (Boersen et al., 2015; Pérez Gago and Kleinebudde, 2016) . The binary mixtures of IBU and MCC showed three distinct composition dependent powder flow phases (Fig. 5) . The cohesion of the binary mixtures showed small and insignificant changes for weight fractions of MCC below 0.3 (p>0.05) and above 0.9. The cohesion was decreased to a much higher extent for binary systems with a weight fraction of MCC between 0.3 and 0.9 ( Fig. 5 and phase 2). The three phases exist for binary systems regardless of the difference in particle size of IBU. However, the extent of changes in cohesion and FF depend on the median particle size of IBU in binary mixtures, as depicted by apparent differences in the slope of phase 2 ( Fig. 5 and supplementary data table S4-1), where a smaller particle size of ibuprofen was associated with a very high negative slope of phase 2 for cohesion powder flow parameters. Thus, MCC decreases the cohesion and increase FF to a higher and lower extent for small (d50 ca. 6.60 ± 0.13 µm) and large particle size IBU (d50 ca. 23.85 ± 0.45 µm), respectively (Fig. 5) . The effect of MCC on FF and cohesion was insignificant (p >0.05) for one batch of IBU with a relatively high median particle size (d50 ca. 44.45 ± 1.71 µm) (supplementary data Fig. S4-1 ).
The powder flow parameters from wall friction analysis, WFA and WFA(O), showed strong positive correlation with cohesion from shear cell analysis for the binary mixture of IBU and MCC regardless of the flow properties and the physical properties of the IBU batches (Fig. 4a) .
The WFA and WFA (O) were decreased with increasing weight fraction of MCC. This indicated that the wall friction analysis provided similar powder flow characteristics as shear cell analysis for IBU and MCC binary mixtures.
Lubricants are added to powder mixtures during tablet manufacture for ease of tablet ejection by decreasing the friction between the tablet press tooling and the powder mixture (Morin and Briens, 2013) . Wall friction analysis has been introduced to understand powder flow in the consolidated state in relation to the surface of the processing equipment (Morin and Briens, 2013) . The magnesium stearate was relatively cohesive in nature, 1.52 ± 0.002 kPa (cohesion) and 3.14 ± 0.030 (FF). Magnesium stearate, as a lubricant, can decrease the friction between particles and between particles and tablet press tooling (Morin and Briens, 2013) . It may also increase the cohesive nature of the powder, depending on the API powder flow properties. For a less cohesive IBU batch (d50=44.45 ± 1.71µm), increasing the weight fraction of magnesium stearate decreased the FF and increased the cohesion of IBU (supplementary data Fig. S4-2a and 2b). The addition of magnesium stearate to this batch also led to a decrease in WFA ( S4-2 for ANOVA table) with acceptable prediction capacity were developed for WFA, WFA(O) and cohesion from the most significant particle size distribution data (d50, SSA, D [4, 3] and D[3,2]) of binary mixtures of IBU and MCC (Fig. 7a, b and c) . The SSA was the most significant variable for all MLR 20 models (p<0.05), except for FF (supplementary data table S4-2 for ANOVA table) . The quality of the MLR model for FF for binary mixtures was also relatively poor (Fig. 7d) , as was the case for single component systems. This suggests that additional particle physical properties other than particle size are required to develop an acceptable predictive model for FF.
Compactability and tensile strength of IBU powders and tablets
Compactability of powders can be affected by physical properties and solid forms of APIs and excipients. Compaction analysis equations have been employed to describe the densification of powders during tabletting (Heckel, 1961) . APIs can be brittle, elastic or ductile depending on their dominant deformation mechanisms. Plastically deforming powders with low yield strength may have high tendency to form a tablet with high tensile strength due to the high ductility of plastic deformation properties. The fitting parameters from linear regression analysis of powder densification, i.e. Heckel analysis, can be related to deformation mechanisms of powders. The reciprocal of the slope of the Heckel equation (K, Eq. 1) has been used to determine the mean yield pressure (Py) of powders, where the yield strength is estimated to be one-third of the mean yield pressure (Heckel, 1961) .
The tensile strength of IBU tablets was increased with applied compaction pressure ( Fig. 8a and 8b) and with a decrease in particle size of IBU powders ( Fig. 8b and supplementary data Fig. S5-2a) . The Py of IBU batches, estimated from the reciprocal of the slope of the Heckel plot (1/K) from the out-of-die analysis, decreased with increasing particle size (d50) of IBU powders (supplementary data Fig. S5-1b ) and higher Py was positively correlated to superior compactability of powder leading to higher tablet tensile strength (Fig. 8a) . In contrast, a previous study demonstrated that lower Py values were correlated with superior tabletability of roller compacted IBU (Patel et al., 2008) . Patel et al. showed that the Py of roller compacted IBU powders can be affected by the density of the granules. A lower Py was reported for IBU granules which were prepared by lower roller compaction pressure due to their ease of densification. A higher extent of densification can result in a high value of the slope of the Heckel plot, or a low value of mean yield pressure (Picker, 2000) . This suggests that Py can be related to either superior or poor tabletability of materials, depending on the process. Py can be affected by diverse factors and events associated with the compaction process, interparticulate rearrangement, friction between particles and die-wall, fracturing of the particles, elastic and plastic deformation, resistance against deformation, and strain hardening (Patel et al., 2008) .
As a result, Py can either increase (as was shown for L-lysine monohydrochloride dihydrate (Sun and Grant, 2001 )) or decrease (as was shown for paracetamol (Garekani et al., 2001b )),
with increasing particle size of the powder. The larger size IBU batches showed relatively lower force of ejection ( Fig. 9 ) which can be attributed to lower friction between particles and the die-cavity wall of the tablet press. Thus, larger particle size batches may exhibit a high extent of densification for the applied compaction pressure between 20 MPa and 100 MPa.
Tablet compaction is a two-stage process, involving compression and consolidation. The higher tensile strength of the lower particle size IBU batches can be explained by the bonding area-bonding strength compaction model, where a higher surface area per unit volume of powder creates a greater opportunity for particle-particle interaction and consolidation (Patel et al., 2008; Sun, 2011) .
The MLR (p<0.05, R 2 =0.89) (Fig. 10a ) and SVMR models (R 2 =0.96) (Fig. 10b) were developed to predict tensile strength from particle size descriptors (d50 and SSA), compaction descriptor (mean yield pressure, Py) and tableting process parameters (compaction pressure).
The SSA, Py and compaction pressure significantly affected the tensile strength of the tablet (p<0.05) (supplementary data table S5-1).
IBU has a high tendency to stick and adhere to tablet press punches and die cavity walls. The sticking properties of APIs can be affected by temperature during compaction, humidity, 22 degree of lubrication, melting point of the API, particle size, excipient type and grade, and surface roughness of tablet press tooling surface (Paul et al., 2017) . A high force of ejection due to powder sticking problems can slow down the tablet manufacturing process speed. The force of ejection (Fej) of IBU powders during tableting was highly affected by particle size and the applied compaction pressure. It was generally higher for relatively high compaction pressure, high calculated surface area (SSA) and smaller measured particle size ( Fig. 9 and supplementary data Fig. S5-2b) . The lower particle sized IBU powders provide a higher surface area for binding/cohesive interaction with tablet press punches and die cavity walls.
Conclusions
Given the very different nature of the analysis methods, dynamic flow and static flow parameters may be expected to be poorly correlated. This was observed to be the case for the static flow parameter, FF, which was poorly correlated with BFE, SE, SI, CBD and FRI (all dynamic parameters). However, in the present study, cohesion, another static test parameter, could be predicted from dynamic test parameters. Thus, multiple test measurements may potentially be avoided, depending on the flow parameters of interest and relevance.
Mean and median particle sizes were positively correlated with FF and BFE, and were inversely related to cohesion. The use of one particle size distribution descriptor (mean or median particle size) was insufficient to develop predictive models for powder flow parameters. However, various predictive MLR models were effectively developed for crystallised ibuprofen and the ibuprofen-MCC mixtures which enabled estimation of static powder flow parameters from particle size distribution data. The flow properties of CLZ and PCM, prepared by cooling and ultrasonic crystallisation, were also predicted using the MLR models which were developed using ibuprofen batches. However, the prediction capacity of the models strongly depends on the unit process used for particle engineering, whereby the flow properties of crystallised samples were well predicted but those of milled PCM batches were poorly predicted.
The flow properties of powders can be affected by various fundamental particle properties, including mean particle size, size distribution, particle shape, surface roughness and moisture content. This work showed that measured and calculated particle size descriptors from laser diffraction analysis, the most commonly used particle size analysis technique in routine use in the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry today, can be sufficient to develop suitable MLR models to predict powder flow parameters from small scale powder rheometry analysis for APIs which are prepared by similar techniques.
Researchers agree with various challenges associated with a general classification system for powder flow properties. However, a robust and valid classification system often needs a considerable amount of data for the specific type of manufacturing process or equipment used, standardised powder flow testing protocol, standardised type of powder rheometer, as well as standardised data analysis. Thus, in the future, this work will extend to address process-specific powder flow properties based on a large-scale manufacturing process to establish a new classification system.
Flowability is a derived powder property which is dependent on a range of fundamental powder properties. Similarly powder compaction is a derived property that will be affected by various fundamental powder properties. In this study, the force of ejection, compactability and tensile strength of IBU were found to be very dependent on the particle size distribution descriptors of the powder. Predictive MLR and SVMR models were effectively developed for crystallised ibuprofen which enabled estimation of tensile strength from particle size distribution data, Py and applied compaction pressure. Span is a value to describe the width of particle size distribution curve (e.g. Span= ). Uniformity is a measure of symmetry of the particle size distribution which can be calculated by dividing the difference between mean and individual particle size data with median (uniformity= | | ), where Vi is percent volume corresponding to individual particle size data, di.
Specific surface area (SSA)
SSA is the calculated specific surface area (assuming non-porous surface) which is the total surface area divided by sample mass. The sample mass was calculated from density ( ) and total volume (sample mass= density x total volume), thus = [ , ] .
Table 3
The prediction of cohesion (kPa) and FF from dynamic powder flow parameters using three models 
